
TECHNICAL DATAEASY-INSTALL MASTER
QPAR51
DL, indoor recessed ceiling light, white, max. 20W

This white LED recessed spotlight from SLV generates
much more than just light. The EASY-INSTALL MASTER
QPAR51 is a lighting experience which starts with the first
touch, impresses during installation and is a source of en-
thusiasm in everyday life. The quality of this luminaire be-
comes evident as soon as you start to unpack it. The hig-
h-quality aluminium and the workmanship of the materials
set standards in terms of haptic perception. A QPAR51
lamp of your choice can be used in the GU10 holder (max.
 5cm, h 5.4cm, max. 20W, not included in scope of deli-

very). The installation depth is 6.5 cm and the user can de-
cide whether the ceiling spot is installed using the clip
springs or with adjustable screws in accordance with the
situation (depending on the thickness of the underlayer).
Delivery takes place with 2 clamps for cables or installation
tubes with up to  16mm. Another decisive difference is
the removable panel, which is a significant advantage if
painting or renovation work needs to be carried out, for ex-
ample. The benefits are rounded off by the through-wiring
capability using tool-less spring clamps, which makes in-
stallation considerably easier and reduces the amount of
cable material. Please note that direct installation in insula-
ting material is only possible with lamps up to a maximum
of 7W because of heat radiation. It is not just electricians,
installers and tradespeople who swear by the flexibility of
this LED recessed fitting. EASY-INSTALL QPAR51 is avail-
able in different surface colours and as a standard and a
master version. The master version makes easy control
and dimming of standard versions up to a total of 120W
possible. Control takes place using a conventional button.
The master also has an integrated dimmer, a memory
function and adjustable minimum brightness. The light out-
let of this recessed spotlight can be swivelled by 25° so
that the user can always point the light in the required di-
rection. And all of this including a 5-year warranty, of cour-
se. You can look forward to your product with the custo-
mary SLV quality!

Item no. 1001593

Number of sockets 1

Tilt range 25 °

IP Code IP 21

Assembly details Ceiling

Dimmable Yes

Dimming technology trailing edge

Number of through-wires 16

Primary nominal voltage 220-240V ~50/60Hz

Safety class II

Wattage 20 W

Color white

Light outlet direct

Height 7 cm

Diameter 8.7 cm

Net weight 0.231 kg

Gross weight 0.286 kg

Shape of cut-out round

Installation depth 7 cm

Installation diameter 7.5 cm
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